The Hardy FASTPASS!
The Hardy FASTPASS is a parent pick-up procedure at dismissal for parents that
come regularly to pick-up their child. This procedure will hopefully
make parent pick-up quicker and smoother. Listed below are
important features and changes.
At dismissal, you will be able to sign-up and receive your Hardy
FASTPASS (at the Hardy FASTPASS Kiosk located in the front foyer).
An agreement stating that you understand that the Hardy FASTPASS will
allow people in possession of the pass to pick-up your child will need to be signed (ID required at
this stage).
You will receive a specific colored, laminated full sheet of card stock that you will cut into sixths
(one pass to hang from your child’s book bag (clip will be provided), one pass to be taped/glued
into your child’s agenda, and four other passes that are used for you to have and share with
family and carpool friends).
At dismissal, it becomes a number matching game - if your number matches the number on your
child’s book bag or in their agenda, you will be free to leave through exit door 12 - side cafeteria
door (if you have more than one child, you will need more than one pass - one pass per person
being picked-up).
Once you have obtained your Hardy FASTPASS and if you bring it during pick-up, you will no
longer need to wait in line and show your ID.
The front doors will be LOCKED beginning at 3:30 until 3:40 (safety for students is a
priority). At 3:40, the doors will be unlocked and you will enter the cafeteria and wait for your
child (students will be dismissed at 3:45). After 3:30, no one will be allowed to pick-up their
child - unless it’s an emergency - (ex: child is in the clinic, etc.). Please plan accordingly if
you need to pick your child up early.
If you have your Hardy FASTPASS, you will walk to exit door 12, where a staff member will
check for matches and mark-off your number(s).
If you or your child don’t have their Hardy FASTPASS you will need to go to the kiosk in the front
foyer to receive either a temporary pass, one day pass, or a new pass.
Each school year, a new pass will be distributed.

No one will be allowed to pick-up their child after
3:30 (unless emergency).
Front doors will open at 3:40.
Hardy FASTPASS families, enter the cafeteria and
wait for their child - exit cafeteria door 12.

